Join a Fraser Career Coach in a facilitated ZOOM experience \textbf{EXplore} different career fields with an \textbf{EXpert}!

Informational Interviews with an \textbf{EXpert}

What is...? 

[Insert Career Field]

- Entry Level * First Job
- Engineering
- Animation
- Sound Production
- Manufacturing
- Marketing and Design
- Artist
- Human Services
- Child Care
- Teaching
- Video Game Design
- ...and More

Meet an industry \textbf{EXpert} in their field and discuss a day in the life of that career

- Learn about the industry standards
- Facilitated Questions & Answers

Supplements:
- \textbf{EXpert} Show and Tell
- Corporate Videos
- Watch Virtual Job Shadow video(s) or discuss career paths
- YouTube

Days & Times vary per the \textbf{EXpert} availability

Check Schedule for Details
Events are subject to change
Please verify with employment specialist
Or email careerplanning@fraser.org

✓ Ineligible: Recipients of Fraser’s County Case Management and employee of Fraser

Contact:
Career Planning & Employment
612-434-5120 | careerplanning@fraser.org
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